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English 

Retrospective 
 

Duo of composer/pianist Miyu Goto and cellist Yuiko Kawauchi. 
All music is composed and produced by Miyu Goto. 

 
The music consists of: 

consistently and intelligently controlled harmonies that are free from preconceived ideas, 
rhythmic pulses full of vitality that closely intertwine with the emotions of the two performers. 

 
Their music is fearless and provocative, freeing themselves from everything they have ever 

known, including time and era, genre, style of performance, and even method of expression. 
At the same time, it is extremely precise and overwhelming yet accompanies the listener. 

 

   
 

  
 

■ Music Video【Retrospective! Retrospective!】https://youtu.be/C-RPakEbw60 
■ Music Video【Impromptu】https://youtu.be/-Wg8KMS63bs 

 
Retrospective presented original works, including new pieces written by the artist, at the following events 
 
- Special event for the Cartier's new collection “Les Galaxies de Cartier” 
- GUCCI Garden Party 
- DAKS / LEONARD Osaka Takashimaya special event and more. 
 
Furthermore, they gave a special performance at the 90th anniversary of the birth of Osamu Tezuka, the pioneer of 
manga who is known as the Father of Manga. 
TV commercials Retrospective created and performed the music for are currently airing in Japan. 
 
Retrospective is currently collaborating with historically important traditional crafts in various parts of Japan, a 
project named "Retrospective ×  Japanese Traditional Crafts", to develop and expand into new fields. 
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The word retrospective is used commonly for art exhibits showing works 

looking back at the past or lifework. 

Retrospective has chosen this word as the name of their duo to pursue the expression and dedicate 

themselves to the development of new music in the modern age while keeping their roots in classical music. 

 

“Retrospective × Japanese Traditional Crafts” 
 

 
“Retrospective×Japanese Traditional Crafts” vol.10 Hagi Yaki 

 
Holding a history of over 2600 years, Japan has seen the origin of many different cultures with many birth and 

prosperity of crafts. Even today, these crafts have been handed down from generation to generation for hundreds 

of years without losing their lineage. From the appearance of these works, one can sense the strength of the spirit 

of the people who have passed them down with dignity that has transcended history. At the same time, we can 

scent a sense of newness that somehow has not faded even in this age. 

 

Crafts are a manifestation of the creator, and it will never change that the essence of craftsmanship lies in the 

relentless pursuit of creating a single work of art. 

In the same way, music has transformed repeatedly over its long history, but we believe that becoming what it is 

today is simply due to the efforts made to create and perform music sincerely in each era. 
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The objects may be different, yet we are both people who devote our souls to creating a single work of art. 

We believe that the craftsman and us working together can see both music and crafts from a new perspective and 

create a synergistic reaction. 

 

Retrospective has been receiving inspiration for their creation by communicating with 

traditional artists, potters, and cooperatives of traditional crafts in various regions of Japan. 

 

 
“Retrospective×Japanese Traditional Crafts” vol.18 Echizen Uchihamono  

 
 

 

 e.g.  
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https://youtu.be/7ydPb1RFDSc 
�
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https://youtu.be/Bv_aZ2txUq4 
�
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https://youtu.be/nypsqpFJ6tg�
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List of Traditional Crafts Collaborated with Retrospective (as of February 2022)  
 

 
 

��Edo Kiriko - Edo Kiriko Cooperative Association  

��Takayama Chasen – Suikaen 

��Takaoka Shikki - Musashigawa Kobo 

��Miyakonojo Daikyu - Reimei Japanese Traditional Bow Craftmans Ltd. 

��Suruga Take Sensuji Zaiku - Take Kobo Hanabusa 

��Hakone Yosegi Zaiku - Honma Yoseki Art Museum 

��Kyo Uchiwa - Kyo Uchiwa Awanami 

��Hagi Yaki - Masahiro Sakakura (Sakakurashinbe)  

��Orokugushi - Kobo Furukawaya 

��Hida Shunkei - Atano Shunkei (Passe Hida Takayama) 

��Akamagaseki Suzuri - Akamagaseki Suzuri Honke Gyokukodo 

��Owari Shippo - Tamura Shippo Kogei 

��Fukuyama Koto - Fujii Koto Seisakujo 

��Yamanaka Shikki - Asada Shikki Kogei 

��Koshu Inden - Inden Yamamoto 

��Echizen Uchihamono - Takefu Knife Village 

��Wakasa Menou Zaiku - Wakasa Koubou 

��Tendo Shogi Koma - Nakajima Seikichi Shoten 

��Awa Washi - Awagami Factory 

��Odate Magewappa - Odate Kougeisha 

��Ichii Itto Bori - Washizuka Chokoku (Passe Hida Takayama) 

��Tsugaru Nuri - Kimura Urushi Kobo 

��Banshu Soroban - Daiichi Corporation 

��Umpei Fude – Hankeido 

��Edo Mokuhanga - Takahashi Kobo 

��Bizen Yaki - Kaneshige Ritouen 

 
 

 
 



 

https://helical-chord.com�

 https://youtu.be/Mh59hWsomG0�

�

https://storywriter.tokyo/2021/01/07/4456/�

https://www.musicite.net/article/rel/16525.php�

https://nordot.app/544291834689356897�

 

�

https://www.vogue.co.jp/feature/netflix/2020-02-26/#myphilosophy_06�

 
https://spur.hpplus.jp/jewelry_watch/feature/c01_201116/JwdkmRY/�

 
https://www.vogue.co.jp/feature/cledepeau-beaute/170820/interview/yuikokawauchi/�

 
�

https://www.ssksports.com/hummel/reach_yuiko_kawauchi/�

 
�

https://www.vogue.co.jp/special-feature/2021-7/14/grandseiko�

 
�

https://www.goldwin.co.jp/tnf/special/soundscape/session03/�

 
�

https://www.vogue.co.jp/special-feature/2017-11/01/toyota�

 
�

https://www.haruta-shoes.co.jp/aw2017interview/sp/interview02.html�

 
�

https://voguegirl.jp/special/shiseido/200501�

 



 

Retrospective 

https://www.retrospective-duo.com 

︎retrospective1124@gmail.com 

 
� ︎ 
https://www.youtube.com/c/Retrospective-duo 

https://www.instagram.com/retrospective_duo 

https://twitter.com/RTSP_duo 


